§ 1045.30 Purpose and scope.

This subpart specifies Government-wide classification program implementation requirements for agencies with access to RD and FRD, describes authorities and procedures for RD and FRD document classification and declassification, provides for periodic or systematic review of RD and FRD documents, and describes procedures for the mandatory review of RD and FRD documents. This subpart applies to all RD and FRD documents, regardless of whether they also contain National Security Information (NSI), or other controlled information such as “For Official Use Only” information or “Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information.”

§ 1045.31 Applicability.

This subpart applies to—
(a) Any person with authorized access to RD or FRD;
(b) Any agency with access to RD or FRD; and
(c) Any person generating a document containing RD or FRD.

§ 1045.32 Authorities.

(a) Classification of RD and FRD documents. (1) To the maximum extent practical, all RD and FRD documents shall be classified based on joint DOE-Agency classification guides or Agency guides coordinated with the DOE. When it is not practical to use classification guides, source documents may be used as an alternative.
(2) Only designated individuals in the DOE may declassify documents containing RD.
(3) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(3) of this section, only designated individuals in the DOE or appropriate individuals in DoD may declassify documents marked as FRD in accordance with joint DoD-DOE classification guides or DoD guides coordinated with the DOE.
(3) The DOE and DoD may delegate these authorities to other agencies and to contractors. Contractors without the delegated authority shall send any document marked as RD or FRD that needs to be considered for declassification to the appropriate agency office.

§ 1045.33 Appointment of restricted data management official.

(a) Each agency with access to RD or FRD shall appoint an official to be responsible for the implementation of this part and shall advise the Director of Classification of such appointment.
(b) This official shall ensure the proper implementation of this part within his or her agency and shall serve as the primary point of contact for coordination with the Director of Classification on RD and FRD classification and declassification issues.
(c) Within the DoD, an RD management official shall be appointed in each DoD agency.

§ 1045.34 Designation of restricted data classifiers.

(a) Except within the DoD, RD management officials shall ensure that persons who derivatively classify RD or FRD documents are designated by position or by name as RD classifiers.
(b) All contractor organizations with access to RD and FRD, including DoD contractors, shall designate RD classifiers.

§ 1045.35 Training requirements.

(a) RD management officials shall ensure that persons with access to RD